Powerful queries of character strings, numbers, dates, and nodes are familiar to users of relational database systems. Full-text database search systems feature queries that (1) use logical, proximity, and starts-with operators, (2) offer user control of case and diacritics, stemming, and wildcards, and (3) support thesauruses, taxonomies, and ontologies. Two emerging standards, XQuery 1.0 and XQ/XPFT (XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Full-Text), combine the search capabilities of the aforementioned systems and promise to change the face of full-text searching. This paper explores the expected benefits of these standards in searching relational data and full-text documents in XML from an end user point of view and describes how these benefits would apply to a search system used at the Library of Congress. These standards have the potential to solve many real-life full-text search system problems and to restore the end-user control necessary to enable and facilitate complex searching.
INTRODUCTION
XML promises many things to many people. Some expect XML to create state-of-the-art tools for document composition. Others expect it to enable the production of multiple displays from a single source document. Still others expect it to facilitate the interchange of data and documents through Web services. For full-text searching, the promise lies in search systems that are more powerful and composable (i.e., have components that can be selected and assembled in various combinations). Two forthcoming standards from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C**), XQuery 1 and XQuery and XPath Full-Text 2 (XQ/XPFT), may represent the first steps in merging and improving search technologies for relational databases and full-text documents.
Once relational data and full-text documents are both stored in XML, end users can profit from being able to search them together with a single search engine, exploiting the power of both relational database querying and full-text searching.
Currently, more and more full-text search functionality is being exercised by the use of scoring and categorization algorithms. Scoring algorithms produce scores for search results that predict the Ó Copyright 2006 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty free without further permission by computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission to republish any other portion of the paper must be obtained from the Editor. 0018-8670/06/$5.00 Ó 2006 IBM relevance of those results to the full-text search conditions. Categorization algorithms cluster search results into categories and display them by category on the search results page. These and similar algorithms provide some convenience, but also diminish user control over the process of obtaining and displaying search results. In contrast, the intent of this paper is to urge researchers and vendors to think about the needs of end users, especially expert users, and to consider researching and implementing XQ/XPFT, thereby restoring the degree of end user control that is necessary for complex searching. The dominant market for full-text search systems has become enterprise search, that is, searching the networks and intranets within a business or other organization for information such as phone directory entries, e-mails, shared documents, guidelines, databases, and other corporate resources. The focus of enterprise search is on searching heterogeneous documents in different formats (i.e., HTML, WPD, DOC, PDF) with heterogeneous content.
Full-text search engine vendors have tended to ignore standardization of the fundamental components of full-text searching. This has resulted in an amorphous state of the art, which is compounded by the tendency to include innovations in full-text search such as categorization, result clustering, and visualization in the enterprise search product category. For example, Gartner, Inc.'s enterprise search product category was renamed information access technology in 2005 9 in order to include the aforementioned innovations. While these innovative components are important, they cannot replace the functionalities addressed here, and building them into search engines (rather than making them available as plug-ins or add-ons) has led to a chaotic product category. This paper addresses only the fundamental components of full-text search systems and so continues to use the term enterprise search.
The distinction between relational databases and full-text search systems makes sense when looking at the dominant markets. The concentration of fulltext search products on enterprise search is also understandable. The distinction, however, has had negative consequences for full-text database search systems. Full-text databases are often more homogenous in format and content than enterprise search systems. A simple word search in an enterprise search system may be more successful than a search in a full-text database search system. In a full-text & The use of XML is blurring the distinction between structured data and unstructured documents, making the disjunction between relational databases and full-text databases less and less defensible & database search system, an end user is more likely to get lost in too many results and to have difficulty distinguishing among them. Historically, only librarians and a few academics used multiple full-text databases. It is to be hoped that the growing number of end users conducting full-text database searches by means of Web interfaces, whether without charge or for a fee, will lead to the creation of products that better support full-text database searching and these new users, both novice and expert.
The use of XML is blurring the distinction between structured data and unstructured documents. Previously unstructured documents, when they are converted to XML, gain at least minimal structure through the addition of semantically meaningful XML information such as title, author, and text tags. As this trend continues, it will become harder to tell data from documents, and the disjunction between relational databases and full-text databases will become less and less defensible.
The W3C standards for XQuery and XQ/XPFT also contribute to this trend. XQ/XPFT uses the XQuery data model (or infoset), extending it to retain word, sentence, and paragraph position numbers. The XQuery and XQ/XPFT standards are fully composable. XQuery relational data queries may be combined with and nested within XQ/XPFT searches and vice versa.
AN EXAMPLE OF A FULL-TEXT DATABASE SEARCH SYSTEM
The Library of Congress stores a wealth of relational data and full-text documents. Currently, in order to search data and documents together, the data must be moved from relational databases into full-text databases, where it is combined with full-text documents and then searched by a proprietary full-text search system. In this process, all of the functionality and standardization of relational databases is lost. The XQ/XPFT standards facilitate search engines that offer the following functions in a single system: exploiting the order and hierarchy of XML documents, ad hoc searching of any element and attribute, exact and scored searching, and provision of ordered and unordered distance operators. They also enable searching within a single instance of element, offer a full array of full-text search functionalities and of relational database queries on character strings, numbers, dates, and nodes, and allow the user to control the display of search results. These contributions and their application to LIS are described in the following subsections.
Exploiting the order and hierarchy of XML documents
The XQ/XPFT standards enable search engines to offer the user many advanced search options. Because XML documents are ordered and hierarchical, intra-document searches may be performed to locate documents that are related to each other in time and subject matter. For example, in the LIS system enhanced by these standards, a user can search for a document by a given author, which preceded or followed a given event, such as a speech by a member of Congress that preceded the introduction of a bill. Similarly, the user may search for the remarks of a given member or members of Congress that are tagged as related to (i.e., in response to) the remarks of another member of Congress in a particular debate.
Inter-document and intra-document order, essential for fulfilling these requirements, are currently ignored by most full-text database search engines except where data is ordered by date.
Performing ad hoc searching of any element and attribute Currently, in order to make a particular item of document-related information available to be searched, the related fields must be identified as searchable, field numbers and names must be assigned, and search programs and indexes must be modified. An example of such information would be ''related bill information'' (i.e., which bills are identical or similar to other bills) and the party designations of members of Congress. This is due to the format, used by most existing full-text database search engines, of predesignated fields. ''Shoe-horning'' XML elements and attributes into the predesignated field format does not provide unfettered access to the entire contents of a full-text database. Modifying predesignated fields is an unwelcome but common task, such as when a Congressional staffer calls with a complicated but urgent search request which necessitates searching on bill-related information elements that are not commonly searched, are not optimized for searching, or are not available through the graphical user interface.
With XQ/XPFT, these laborious field modifications will not be necessary (unless search optimization is desired). Search engines conforming to XQ/XPFT will be able to search and return the content of any element and the value of any attribute in any data or document (or document fragments) in the search system, treating XML tags as such and not as fields.
Performing exact and scored searching Today, relational database systems support exact queries only on character strings, dates, numbers, and nodes. Scoring is supported only for full-text word and phrase searches. However, end users searching full text may want the exact phrase they search for (allowing for word variants and other fulltext substitutions, such as for case and diacritics), and end users querying numbers may want to query, for example, for dollar amounts of roughly $10 million with results in ranked order, which requires scoring. XQ/XPFT-compliant search engines will enable both exact and scored searching on full text, eventually on all data types.
Providing ordered and unordered distance operators Many search engines offer the option of advanced searching, but few people use these advanced search pages because they offer only marginal and unpredictable operators. On many full-text database search systems, the advanced search pages offer the operators shown in Table 1 .
The ''or'' operator is seldom successful as a full-text database default operator. The ''and'' operator may be useful in open Web searching or enterprise searching where the content is varied and nonrepetitious, but in full-text database searching there is almost always a need to reduce the number of search results returned. As ''and'' is often the default operator for basic searching, it often adds nothing when offered from the advanced search pages. The ''phrase'' operator assumes more precision than usually exists in language. Allowing the user to specify an appropriate number of intervening words leads to more useful results; this is accomplished by the use of distance operators. If the distance operator is ordered, the words must appear in the document in the order that they appear in the search statement; if the distance operator is unordered, the words may appear in any order.
For example, a user may search for information on elementary education in the LIS database. The ordered distance search (elementary) ordered distance of 10 words (education)
returns among other results elementary and secondary education, a very common phrase in the bills in LIS, and one that would be missed by the phrase search Searching within a single instance of an element A document, such as a bill in LIS, may have hundreds of instances of a field (currently) or element. For example, the bill status and subject fields of a document may be instantiated multiple times, as many documents have multiple authors and multiple subjects. Current full-text search engines search all instances of a field, which may lead to unwanted results. An unordered proximity search for the subject term Housing for the Disabled, will return the two subject terms Housing and Disabled when they follow each other among the assigned subject terms. Because a bill could easily be about housing and the disabled and not be about housing for the disabled, the bill returned would be an unwanted result. XQ/XPFT-compliant search engines allow the search to be limited to a single instance of an element, thus avoiding this problem, known as ''subject term bleed.'' LIS end users also want to find bills with a specified legislative status step realized on a specified date. For example, they may want to find only bills with the status ''passed by the Senate'' on a given date. Currently end users can find bills passed by the Senate where the text of that legislative status step is close to the date specified, but LIS cannot ensure that the date does not apply to a preceding or subsequent legislative status step. Searching within a single instance of an element, which is easily done in relational database querying but impossible in most existing full-text database search systems, makes these searches return fewer unwanted results.
Offering a full array of full-text search functionalities To deliver quality search results from a single-line search box, search engines or search engine plug-ins or add-ons need to perform real semantic searching. They need to know the difference, for example, between Congressional bills, bills that are paid, and ducks' bills. They need to consider those supposedly insignificant words, which many search engines label ''stop words'' and drop from the search, words such as du and in in the phrase Hotel du France in Cannes, France, to determine meaning. The punctuation, such as the comma in this phrase, is also routinely dropped from searches. They need to linguistically analyze text and consistently return appropriate results. There may be some crosspollination for full-text database search systems from the work being done on ontologies and Web services for the Semantic Web. Until semantic searching becomes available, full-text database search engines must return some control over searching to end users, and search interfaces for databases will often require more than a single-line search box.
XQ/XPFT search engines can be the vehicle for this restoration of user control, providing users with serious full-text search functionality. This functionality includes prefix, infix, and suffix wildcards, ordered and unordered distance operators, thesaurus integration, starts-with functionality, a safe ''not'' operator as described previously, and end user control over diacritics, case, and stop words. The unwanted parts are distracting and often user-unfriendly. Giving end users control over the number of results returned or the sort is not sufficient; end users should be allowed to specify exactly which elements and attributes and which documents and document fragments are displayed and how they are displayed. Some end users repeat the same search regularly; some end users present the results to others. These end users and others would invest the time to customize the display of their results. XQ/XPFT-compliant search engines can allow the user to do so.
Although the XQuery and XQ/XPFT standards do not address highlighting, end users need intelligent highlighting on words, numbers, and any data within a result that meets the search criteria. Highlighting becomes intelligent when it highlights numbers and other data types as well as words and character strings, when it highlights words only in the designated relationships to other words in the search (such as, in a phrase only if the words appear within that phrase), when it does not highlight (or highlights in a different way) words that are operands of a ''not'' or ''mild not'' operator, and when it allows an end user to turn highlighting off and, if desired, highlight additional or different words.
CONCLUSION
The XQ/XPFT standards will not solve all of the problems of full-text database searching. Some capabilities that full-text database searching currently lacks are not affected by the XQ/XPFT standards and are not related to XML. These include returning fewer search results, returning no results when appropriate, computing result relevance, and employing a standard end user syntax.
If widely implemented, the XQ/XPFT standards will enable full-text database end users to profit from searches by using the tagging, hierarchy, and order of XML data and documents, from having access to functionalities previously only available in relational databases, from having full-text functionalities not offered by current enterprise search systems, and from standardization. These benefits will significantly improve searching for both advanced users and basic users (the latter through graphical user interfaces).
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